
SPI 2 Results 2016/17: Na h-Eileanan Siar Local Perspective 

Culture and Leisure Services 

The target is last year’s actual for year on year comparison.  The exception to this is the Scottish Household Survey SPIs 
where the target is the Scottish average for the same reporting period for comparison. 

SPI 3: C&L (LGBF) Culture and Leisure Services Unit Target 
Actual 

2016/17 
Indicator Rank 

ECS094ii (LO7) SPI2: C&L1 - Net cost per attendance at Sports 
facilities (including swimming pools) 

£ 3.00 2.72 
 

16 

DD045ii (LO7) SPI2: C&L2 - Net cost per library visit £ 3.29 4.17 
 

30 

DD046ii (LO7) SPI2: C&L3 - Net cost per museum visit £ 8.50 6.53 
 

26 

ECS095ii: (LO7) SPI2: C&L4 - Net cost of Parks & Open Spaces per 
1,000 Populations 

£ 960.47 2230.48 
 

1 

DD058 (SCS005): (LO7) SPI2: C&L5a - Percentage of adults satisfied 
with libraries - Scottish Household Survey (3-year rolling avg.) 

% 74.67 80.33 
 

10 

SCS006: (LO7) SPI2: C&L5b - Percentage of adults satisfied with 
parks and open spaces - Scottish Household Survey (3-year rolling 
avg.) 

% 86.00 78.67 
 

30 

DD059 (SCS007): (LO7) SPI2: C&L5c - Percentage of adults satisfied 
with museums and galleries - Scottish Household Survey (3-year 
rolling avg.) 

% 72.00 65.67 
 

20 

SCS008: (LO7) SPI2: C&L5d - Percentage of adults satisfied with 
leisure facilities - Scottish Household Survey (3-year rolling avg.) 

% 74.00 83.33 
 

4 

Local Perspective 2015/16 (Cost, Trend & Satisfaction):  

Delivering sports facilities services is challenging in remote, rural communities like the Outer Hebrides. Local difficult 
economic factors can impact on facility usage and the subsequent net coast per attendance ratio. The ongoing success 
of the ‘Slàinte Mhath’ has helped minimise the negative effects of this by sustaining user numbers. 

The net cost per Library visit has increased by 27% year on year although the overall cost of the service has reduced.  
The increase in the cost per visit is mainly due to a reduction in the number of library visits, which has been influenced in 
part by the closure of a branch library in April 2016. In addition, on-going mechanical issues with the mobile vehicles 
have resulted in them frequently being out of commission, which has also impacted on the number of visits.  The 
consistent drop in satisfaction possibly reflects the reduction in service offered to residents through the closure of a 
branch library in April 2016. The irregular service offered by mobile libraries due to them being frequently off-road due to 
mechanical issues could have compounded the situation. Work is undergoing to revise the mobile library service offer to 
improve delivery to residents and a staff review is underway to restructure the service to enable it to provide a wider 
range of services to communities. 

Comhairle nan Eilean Siar runs two accredited museums in Stornoway and Benbecula, both known as Museum nan 
Eilean. The museum site in Stornoway was closed in 2014 before a new museum and archive, created as part of a 
Heritage Lottery Fund grant aided project at Lews Castle, opened in July 2016. The absence of a local authority museum 
service site within the main town of the Outer Hebrides will have had a significant impact on the satisfaction rolling 
average.  However, during the 2016/17 year significant new activities were delivered at both museum sites and as 
outreach work which, together with the opening of new facilities, sees the average increase.  The decrease in the net 
cost per museum visit is mainly due to the new museum facility in Stornoway being opened to the public in July 2016.  
The number of visits increased by over 100% in comparison to the previous year. 

The increase in cost for Parks & Open Spaces is partially due to an increase in expenditure in 2016/17 coupled with a 
reduction in the population.  The majority of the increase in expenditure was facilitated by the Members Ward Priority 
Fund.  The Education and Children’s Services Department undertook an on-line community evaluation to identify which 
play areas would be supported by communities as priorities for development and/or community consultation.  A sum of 
£100k is available for investment in the 2017/18 budget.  Officers from Education and Children’s Services Department 
are working with Elected Members and Community Groups to take this forward. 

 



 
 

Culture and Leisure Services LGBF graphs over time 

 
 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 


